Purpose: Deformable multimodal image registration, which can benefit radiotherapy and image guided surgery by providing complementary information, remains a challenging task in the medical image analysis field due to the difficulty of defining a proper similarity measure. This article presents a novel, robust and fast binary descriptor, the discriminative local derivative pattern (dLDP), which is able to encode images of different modalities into similar image representations. Methods: dLDP calculates a binary string for each voxel according to the pattern of intensity derivatives in its neighborhood. The descriptor similarity is evaluated using the Hamming distance, which can be efficiently computed, instead of conventional L1 or L2 norms. For the first time, we validated the effectiveness and feasibility of the local derivative pattern for multimodal deformable image registration with several multi-modal registration applications. Results: dLDP was compared with three state-of-the-art methods in artificial image and clinical settings. In the experiments of deformable registration between different magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) modalities from BrainWeb, between computed tomography and MRI images from patient data, and between MRI and ultrasound images from BITE database, we show our method outperforms localized mutual information and entropy images in terms of both accuracy and time efficiency. We have further validated dLDP for the deformable registration of preoperative MRI and three-dimensional intraoperative ultrasound images. Our results indicate that dLDP reduces the average mean target registration error from 4.12 mm to 2.30 mm. This accuracy is statistically equivalent to the accuracy of the state-of-the-art methods in the study; however, in terms of computational complexity, our method significantly outperforms other methods and is even comparable to the sum of the absolute difference. Conclusions: The results reveal that dLDP can achieve superior performance regarding both accuracy and time efficiency in general multimodal image registration. In addition, dLDP also indicates the potential for clinical ultrasound guided intervention.
INTRODUCTION
Deformable multimodal registration involves finding the correct spatial mapping between two or more sets of images that are acquired with different scanning protocols, which can benefit numerous medical applications, such as radiation treatment and image guided surgery by providing complementary information. In image-guided neurosurgery (IGNS), after opening the skull, intra-operative brain movements happened, thus, pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) differs from the intra-operative anatomy, which is not sufficiently accurate for locating the planning target. 1 The use of deformable multimodal registration with an intra-operative modality can update the pre-operative MRI to correct this difference. 2 Accuracy and speed are usually the major concerns in these applications. A variety of algorithms have been developed for deformable multimodal registration to push the frontiers in different directions, and a recent comprehensive review can be found in. 3 A deformable image registration framework usually consists of three major parts: a transformation model, an objective function, and an optimization strategy. For multimodal registration, finding a proper similarity measure, which is the central part of the objective function, is the most important and most challenging step. 4, 5 In recent years, the registration of images from intraoperative ultrasound (US) and preoperative MRI has attracted a significant amount of attention; 6 it has applications in diagnosis and image-guided therapy. US is preferred over computed tomography (CT) and MRI as an intraoperative imaging modality not only because it is a real-time imaging modality but also because it is inexpensive, portable, free of ionizing radiation, and easy to use. However, the low quality of US imaging limits its effectiveness. Conversely, preoperative MRI provides superior visualization of anatomical structures and tumors; however, it cannot be accurately employed for guidance due to intra-operative soft tissue movements. Some intra-operative MRI techniques can provide intraoperative images for accurate and real-time guidance; however, they are expensive and also require an MRI-compatible surgery environment. Registering preoperative MRI images to intraoperative US images can combine the advantages of both modalities. To make this strategy practicable in the clinic, the registration algorithm should be both accurate and robust to patient variability; moreover, it should have a short processing time so that surgery is not disrupted.
1.A. Related work
Mutual information (MI) 7 and its variants have been successfully used as the similarity measure in many multimodal registration problems. 8 MI measures the statistical dependence between the intensities of different images. For deformable multimodal registration, MI's main weakness is that it uses a global joint histogram and does not consider contextual information. Many attempts have been made to bring spatial information into MI to make it suitable for deformable multimodal registration. For example, Loeckx et al. 9 have proposed conditional MI to register CT-MRI and MRI images of different modalities, where spatial information is used as an extra channel for conditioning MI. Klein et al. 10 have used localized MI (LMI) to register prostate MRI images of different patients using samples that were randomly selected from local neighborhoods. Recently, a new and interesting approach has emerged that estimates local entropies and registers the resulting entropy images using the sum of the square difference of the entropy images (eSSD). 11 Finding the right intensity relationship between MRI and US images is challenging because US images usually suffer from strong speckle noise and various direction-dependent artifacts. The results in 12 suggest that approaches using MI and normalized MI (NMI) 13 tend to fail during rigid MRI-US registration. The above improvements to MI are only wellsuited to deformable registration between modalities such as CT and MRI images. Hassan Rivaz et al., 6, 14 have introduced two MI-based registration frameworks, achieving a high level of accuracy in the registration of preoperative MRI and intraoperative US images for clinical brain surgery. In 6 the authors have considered the issue of local structural information by weighting the a-MI metric using self-similarity (SeSaMI); in, 14 they have conditioned the MI estimation using similar structures (CoCoMI). However, the weighting and conditioning greatly increase the computational complexity of the MI calculation (the registration time per case reported in 6,14 was 2 h and 10 min respectively). Deformable MRI-US registration remains a difficult problem.
Instead of finding relationships between raw intensities, another powerful approach based on structural representation has recently been proposed. The idea is to transform the multimodal registration problem into a monomodal registration problem by extracting modality-independent structural representations. The assumption of this approach is that both modalities are used to image the same anatomical structure, and local structures should be helpful to establish meaningful correspondences. Image gradients reflect basic local structural information, but the direct comparison of image gradients cannot work as a similarity measure because the gradient magnitude may be different and the gradient orientation may be reversed at the same location in different modalities. However, either the use of the local configuration of gradient magnitudes or the alignment of gradient orientations is possible. Heinrich et al. have introduced the idea of encoding a voxel with its gradient magnitude information. They have designed a multidimensional, modality-independent neighborhood descriptor (MIND) 5 to encode the local configuration of the Gaussian-weighted patch-distance in a neighborhood of the encoded voxel and extended it to a self-similarity context (SSC). 15 This approach has been validated in both CT-MRI registration and MRI-US registration with outstanding results. Because the computational effort for calculating a high-dimensional floating-point voxel-wise descriptor for a 3D volume remains very high, an efficient and robust binarized version of local self-similarity descriptor was proposed in 16 which can be directly computed for each voxel by simply thresholding the voxel distance between the central voxel and its neighbors in a small image patch. Gradient orientation alignment (GOA) was proposed by Haber et al. 17 and extensively employed in multimodal registration. 12, 18, 19 Figure 1 (a) illustrates the rationale behind the GOA, in which the gradient of a corresponding location in different modalities from BrainWeb 20 should lay on the same line after registration. The weakness of this approach is that gradient orientation is easily affected by noise and artifacts, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Although intensity nonuniformity does not result in a substantial change in the gradient orientation, noise does.
Therefore, to reduce the degrading influence of image noise, the GOA estimation should be restricted to a small set of locations with low uncertainty. In 12, 19 the authors propose the use of a large image gradient magnitude as an indicator of gradient orientation with minimal uncertainty, thus rendering the method both fast and accurate for rigid multimodal registration. The results show that this method outperformed MI in the context of CT-MRI rigid registration and MRI-US rigid registration. However, this method is unsuitable for deformable registration because the GOA was only calculated for a very sparse set of points and cannot drive a dense deformation field. Moreover, the extra preprocessing stage increases the complexity of this method.
1.B. Binary descriptors
Recently, descriptors that consist of binary elements have drawn substantial attention and have been successfully applied to image matching, recognition and classification with even higher performance; examples include binary robust independent elementary features (BRIEF), 21 oriented fast and rotated BRIEF (ORB), 22 and local binary pattern (LBP). 23 It is worth mentioning that the 256-bit binary descriptor ORB can perform as well as the 128D float-pointtype vector descriptor SIFT but with a speed of more than two orders faster than SIFT 22 and LBP based methods have already become the mainstream methods for face recognition. 24 The binary descriptors combined by several weak relationships can provide equal discrimination ability as floatpoint-type long vector descriptors.
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Compared with floating-point vector descriptors derived from complex theoretical models with very high computational complexity, the binarized descriptors usually consist of many bits that are computed using many weak relationships, such as the intensity comparison, which enables binary descriptors to be computed and efficiently stored with only a few atomic operations and a few bits of memory. The similarity measure between binary strings can also be efficiently obtained using the Hamming distance, which is an extremely fast computation for modern CPUs that contain a specific SSE instruction to perform an XOR and bit count operation. 25 As far as we know, the above binary descriptors, which are employed in general classification and recognition, focus on the property of illumination, scale and rotation invariant and high discriminative power and are usually computed using a sparse set of interest points for two-dimensional (2D) images. Few binary descriptors except 16 considering the complex 3D medical multimodal image conditions and the influence of local deformation.
1.C. Overview of proposed method
Inspired by the promising results and the high efficiency of binary descriptors and the feasibility of descriptor based methods for multimodal image registration, in this paper, we propose a novel modality-independent binary descriptor, which is referred to as the discriminative local derivative pattern (dLDP), based on the rationale of GOA. dLDP can extract robust gradient orientation-based features for each voxel, thus rendering it well suited to multimodal deformable registration.
dLDP is derived from the idea of the LDP, which is a high-order LBP, that has been introduced for face recognition 26 and applied in various areas, such as texture classification, 27 image retrieval, 28 and stereo matching. 29 We extend the LDP to a 3D LDP and designed a new encoding configuration to make it suitable for multimodal medical image conditions. Essentially, dLDP calculates an 18-bit binary string for each voxel by simply comparing the sign of the partial derivatives of the encoded voxel to those of its neighbors, so that it can computed and stored very efficiently. Furthermore, the descriptor similarity is calculated by computing the Hamming distance. As a result, dLDP is very fast both to be built and to be estimated as a similarity measure.
dLDP is similar to GOA in that it estimates the intrinsic anatomical structural change through the invariant property of local gradient orientations. This weak, binary relationship renders dLDP robust compared to methods that use a strong, absolute relationship. The direction change in the gradient will not affect dLDP encoding if the gradient does not change to a different octant; this feature makes dLDP very robust to both noise and nonuniformity. Figure 1(b) shows that although noise causes severe changes in gradient orientation, this change only affects dLDP in a few pixels that have sign changes of the partial derivatives, which are marked by red dots. When a Gaussian gradient is used, even fewer pixels are affected, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The primary motivation for our approach is the achievement of highly accurate and fast registration in the challenging, highly variable context of preoperative MRI and intraoperative US image registration. We hope to not only facilitate the integration of this technique into clinical procedures but also improve computational efficiency for general deformable registration tasks. Using a discrete optimization registration framework combined with the Hamming distance as a similarity measure, dLDP has a time efficiency that is comparable to that of the simplest similarity measure, the sum of the absolute difference (SAD). Extensive experiments using multimodal deformable registration were conducted to evaluate the capability of dLDP-based registration, including registration between different MRI modalities from BrainWeb, between CT and MRI images from patient data, and between MRI and US images from a publicly available database of 13 clinical neurosurgical cases (Brain Images of Tumors for Evaluation (BITE)). 30 Our approach shows significant performance gains over LMI and eSSD in terms of both accuracy and time efficiency and achieves similar accuracy with state-of-the-arts methods in MRI-US registration. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the formulation of dLDP and the discrete optimization framework, Deeds, 31 which we explored in the experiments. Section 3 features both a thorough evaluation of the proposed method (for stability across different modalities and for deformable registration of BrainWeb images) and the clinical application of CT-MRI registration and MRI-US registration in neurosurgery. Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions are presented in Section 4 and 5.
METHOD
This section presents the procedure for proposing dLDP, which can be divided into three parts: the first part introduces the original LDP, the second part explains how to extend the original LDP to 3D LDP, and the third part introduces a new encoding strategy to enhance dLDP robustness and discriminability in the context of multi-modality medical images. Then, the discrete optimization framework Deeds is introduced. We also present the computational complexity results.
2.A. LDP
LDP encodes high-order derivative information. An n th-order LDP encodes the direction variation in the n-1 th-order derivative in a predefined neighborhood 
where b 2 0 ; 45 ; 90 ; 135
is the intensity value at the central pixel Z 0 in the image I, and Z b is the neighboring pixel of Z 0 in the b direction. N is the total number of involved neighbors, and ⊗ is a bitwise concatenation. The auxiliary transition function s is used to encode the co-occurrence of two derivative directions. The final LDP code is the concatenation of LDP b (″) (Z 0 ) in four different directions. An example calculation of the second-order LDP in the 0°direc-tion is shown in Fig. 2 . Compared with the first-order local pattern used in LBP, the high-order local patterns provide stronger discriminative capability to provide detailed texture information and to establish the typical spatial relationships in the local region, but this additional detail simultaneously increases the sensitivity to noise. Therefore, we only consider second-order derivative patterns in this study.
2.B. 3D LDP
The method of calculating LDP is simple and straightforward and can be extended directly to 3D, but a direct and na€ ıve extension is impractical because of the large computational complexity. The reasons are as follows:
• The number of neighbors increases from 8 for a 2D image (window size 3 9 3) to 26 for a 3D image (window size 3 9 3 9 3).
• A representative first-order derivative direction is chosen from the central pixel (voxel) to its neighbor; there are 4 directions in 2D but 13 in 3D (in each pair of parallel reverse directions, only one is used).
• The number of voxels for 3D volumes is usually much larger.
The computational complexity is linearly proportional to the length of the binary string. If a direct extension is applied, the length of the binary descriptor for each voxel will increase from 8*4 bits to 26*13 bits, which greatly increases the computation time.
Therefore, we adopt some strategies to simplify the 3D LDP calculation. We will prove with experiments that this simplification does not only reduce the computational complexity, it is also essential to make the descriptor applicable in multi-modality deformable registration. First, we choose a small portion of the representative derivative directions. In 28 directional derivatives in the horizontal and vertical directions (0°and 90°) were used to establish a local tetra pattern (LTrP), which proved to be less sensitive to noise. Thus, we only consider the partial derivatives in the x, y, and z directions in our 3D LDP calculations. To extract the features of different scales and simultaneously decrease the computational burden within each voxel, the idea of neighborhoods with equal sizes proposed in 32 is adopted here. Circular and equidistant sampling is abandoned because computational complexity becomes an issue, with the increasing number of sampling points needed for a sphere. 33 The formula is the same as (1), with the exception of the direction and neighbor definition.
Here, b 2 h 1 ; h 2 ; h 3 ½ and h 1 ; h 2 ; h 3 ½ indicates the derivatives in the x, y, and z directions respectively. We group the 26 neighboring voxels into three groups according to their distance from the central voxel: N = 6 (number of neighbors), R = 1 (radius of the neighborhood);
. Because we only consider three representative directions when calculating derivatives, the length of the final binary string is 3N bits. The LDP codings calculated with the neighbor voxels in these three groups are named LDP-6, LDP-8, and LDP-12, depending on the number of neighboring voxels used for the encoding.
2.C. dLDP
In contrast with the conventional application of the LDP, which often uses histogram-based distance measures over a large region to perform classification or detection, for Medical Physics, 44 (2), February 2017 multimodal deformable image registration, we need the descriptor to extract discriminative features for each voxel location to drive local deformation. LDP contains more discriminative feature information than does LBP because more pixels are used per bit in LDP encoding, However, the original LDP encoding scheme is not adequately discriminative.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the resolution of medical images is usually high, and the voxel size is much smaller than the represented anatomical structures. In most regions, the voxel intensity changes continuously and slowly along every direction. Therefore, the partial derivatives in the same direction of neighboring pixels usually have the same sign; thus, most bits of the LDP are 0. A descriptor is meaningless for deformable registration if all of the bits are the same because different image regions cannot be discriminated. The image representation of Fig. 3(a) using the original 2D LDP in the 0°direction is shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the 8-bit descriptors were mapped as integer gray values in the range [0, 255], which is a common method for visualizing the pattern image. 26 We can see that only the edge regions are encoded, the regions with steady intensity changes have zero gray value, and different regions are not well discriminated.
To avoid the "all-0" encoding and obtain a more discriminative descriptor within a local region, we chose to encode the co-occurrence of partial derivatives in different directions and named the resulting descriptor dLDP. The rationale is that different anatomical structure regions have a unique relationship between the partial derivatives in different directions, which can be treated as the regional property. In other words, the relationship between the partial derivatives in different directions can reflect the gradient orientations of the regions. Therefore, dLDP is able to distinguish different regions with continuous intensity changes. Figure 3(c) is the result calculated with dLDP strategy. For a direct comparison with the pattern of the original 2D LDP, we employed the partial derivative for the central pixel in the 0°direction and the partial derivatives of the 8-neighborhood pixels in the 90°d irection without considering the circular neighborhood in the 2D dLDP calculation. In this paper, we use the direction of the central pixel to represent the direction of our dLDP descriptor. An example calculation of the 2D dLDP in both the 0°direction and the 90°direction of the central pixel for 8-neighbor is shown in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the calculation of dLDP still possesses the same high efficiency as the original LDP, but considering the relationship of different partial derivative direction. As shown in Fig. 3(c from other direction pairs in 3D dLDP, more regions can be discriminated from each other.
To enhance the robustness of dLDP, we adopt the Gaussian partial derivative instead of the derivative of single voxels. Figure 1(c) shows the improvement in orientation alignment when using Gaussian partial derivatives; thus, the number of pixels for which the signs of the partial derivatives changed decreases from 11 to 1. Figure 3 
where ðb 0 ; b 1 Þ 2 ðh 1 ; h 3 Þ; ðh 2 ; h 1 Þ; ðh 3 ; h 2 Þ ½ and h 1 ; h 2 ; h 3 ½ indicate the partial derivative in the x, y, and z directions respectively. N is the number of neighboring voxels in generating the descriptor, * is the linear convolution operator, and h b denotes the Gaussian partial derivative kernel in the b direction. In our implementation, the auxiliary transition function s is slightly differs from the original LDP to emphasize the features with different directions. Similar to the selfsimilarity calculation of MIND, large neighborhoods are easily affected by deformation and the nearest 6-neighbor was less sensitive to the local deformation. Moreover, the 6-neighbor method clearly offers the best time efficiency, and dLDP-6 theoretically outperforms both dLDP-8 and dLDP-12. In Section 3.A, we performed a comprehensive evaluation to prove the choice of 6-neighbor and the pattern of derivative direction pairs (0°directions not 45°directions) are optimal.
2.D. Deformable Registration Framework
Conventional medical image registration techniques rely on continuous optimization, which is prone to local minima and usually requires either an analytical or a numerical derivative of the cost function. Recent advances in mathematics and new programming methods enable these disadvantages to be overcome by using discrete optimization. This paper employs a recently proposed Markov random field (MRF)-based discrete optimization strategy called Deeds, 31 which uses a block-wise parametric transformation model with belief propagation on a tree graph. The energy function to be minimized can be expressed as the sum of a similarity term and a regularization term as
where x p is the coordinate of the control point in a uniform B-spline grid, and u p is the discrete displacement of p with the label f p . q is one of the nodes that are directly connected to p. The energy function is minimized with respect to the label set f on the moving image. The similarity term d (dLDP I (x p ), dLDP J (x p + u p )) is the Hamming distance between dLDP at node p in the fixed image and that at the position of the node after a displacement u p in the moving image. The weighting parameter a sets the influence of the diffusive regularization with penalties based on the squared differences in the displacements for the neighboring control points. More details on Deeds can be found in the original paper. 31 
2.E. Computational Complexity
In this section, we show that the computational complexity of our binary descriptor based similarity measure is less than that of the state-of-the-art methods; it is even comparable to the computational complexity of SAD. According to Eq. (3) and (4), after performing three Gaussian partial derivative filters to the volume to obtain the partial derivative in the x, y, and z directions, dLDP for per voxel can be computed with only 18 multiplication and 18 comparison operations. The 18-bit binary descriptor is stored in a 32-bit unsigned integer and their similarity is calculated using the Hamming distance. The distance between two dLDP descriptors b1 and b2 is computed as POPCNT (b1 XOR b2), where POPCNT returns the number of bits set to 1. The POPCNT operation can be efficiently computed using current architectures that contain SSE4.2 instruction.
To validate the computational efficiency of dLDP, we estimated the average time costs of descriptor extraction and similarity term calculation on a pair of 3D 181 9 217 9 181 medical volumes of Brianweb in the Deeds framework. Experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 @ 3.2 GHZ, 3.2 GHZ, and 8.00 GB of RAM. Three state-of-the-art similarity measures for multimodal image registration LMI, SSC, eSSD were implemented in the same framework for direct comparison with our method. SAD, the simplest conventional similarity measure for monomodal image registration, was also implemented within the same registration framework as a reference. We set the grid spacing of 10 voxels and a dense displacement search range of 8 voxels and 50 random samples for each grid subregion for the time record. Figure. 5 shows the average time costs of different similarity measures. It shows that the computation time using dLDP is only slightly higher than that of SAD even with an extra process of descriptor construction, which benefits from efficient calculation of both the descriptor extraction and the similarity term. The time for the descriptor construction is only 0.6 s. The time for the similarity term using the Hamming distance between 32-bit integers is approximately equal to the time of the SAD between two floating point numbers.
SSC is one of the most efficient similarity measures for multimodal image registration. However, compared with dLDP, the computational complexity of SSC remains very high. First, the Gaussian patch distance needs 12 sum of square difference (SSD) and 12 Gaussian filter calculations. Second, a robust normalization using noise estimation and exponential function is still time consuming. In addition, to speed up the similarity term calculation, an extra step is needed to quantize the original 12D float point descriptor into a 60-bit binary string and then calculate the Hamming distance between 64-bit unsigned integers instead of SAD of 12D float point vectors as the similarity. 15 Such shortening technique still involves a substantial amount of computation. In Fig. 5 , the total time for SSC is more than twice the time for dLDP. The time for the descriptor construction of SSC is 2.8 s, which is over four times longer than dLDP. Furthermore, the time for 64-bit Hamming distance calculation is still longer than the time for 32-bit Hamming distance calculation using the same SSE4.2 instruction. The computational complexity of the other two statistics based similarity measures is significant. In our experiment, eSSD require 40 s for descriptor construction. The time for the LMI calculation is approximately 25 s.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct several experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of dLDP in terms of its robustness and general applicability to medical image registration. Several state-of-the-art similarity measures were implemented within the same registration framework for direct comparison. For SSC, we quantized 12D floating-point type descriptor to a single integer value with 64 bits and used the Hamming distance for the similarity calculation as its initial form. We also employed a localized version of MI for comparison. In our implementation, each MI estimation was selected as the cubes around the control points as used in. 15 First, we chose the best parameters for the methods used in this study. Second, we performed comprehensive experiments on BrainWeb. A pair of clinical MRI-CT images was then used to test the applicability of dLDP for MRI-CT registration. Finally, a clinical set of preoperative MRI and preresection 3D US images was used to evaluate the performance of dLDP for MRI-US registration.
3.A. Parameter selection
Some parameters must be selected for both the registration framework and the similarity measures that are integrated into the framework: LMI, SSC, eSSD, and dLDP. In the first experiment, we set the best parameters to be used in the following experiments. For LMI and SSC, we used the parameters shown to be best in. 15 For each subregion for LMI, 100 random samples and 8 histogram bins were used to estimate the joint histograms with a Parzen window smoothing width d p = 0.5. For the SSC, a patch-size of 3 9 3 9 3 voxels and a distance between neighboring patches of 2 voxels were chosen. For eSSD, we used 9 9 9 9 9 patches, 32 bin histograms, and Gaussian weighting with r = 1.0 and global normalization, which were also used in the original paper. 11 We empirically set a Gaussian derivative kernel with a standard deviation of 1 voxel for dLDP which performed well for all experiments.
The following parameters were set for the Deeds that were employed in the following registration experiments: three scales of control point spacing of {12, 10, 8} voxels, 50 similarity term samples per control point for dLDP, SSC and eSSD, and a dense displacement search range of {8, 5, 3} voxels (with a spacing of {2, 2, 1} voxels). The optimal regularization parameters a = 0.5 and a = 0.25 were determined for SSC and LMI, respectively. 15 We performed the following experiment to find the best a for eSSD and dLDP. A T1 volume with 3% noise and the corresponding T2 volume with 3% noise and 40% intensity nonuniformity were selected from BrainWeb. We first generated 20 smooth deformation fields by moving every node (with 30 mm node spacing) in three dimensions by uniformly distributed random numbers between AE6 mm. Next, we deformed the T1 volume using these 20 deformation fields and registered the T2 volume to the deformed T1 volumes. For the validation, we calculated the warping index to estimate the registration error. The warping index is the root mean square of the displacement error of all voxels. The initial warping index was 3.11 AE 0.27 mm. Figure 6(a) shows the results obtained with different a for dLDP and eSSD. We found that the optimal a is 0.5 for dLDP and 0.7 for eSSD. Figure 6(b) shows the results of dLDP with different neighborhood and direction choices.
Compared to 8-neighbor, 12-neighbor and 26-neighbor, the 6-neighbor obviously yielded the best accuracy. When using the three partial derivatives in the 45°direction of the x-y, y-z and z-y planes for 6-neighbor dLDP encoding, the warping index is larger than our final dLDP. These results are consistent with the direction choice in. 28 The reason could be that 45°direction partial derivatives are easily to be affected by local deformation.
3.B. Modality-independent ability test
In BrainWeb, spatially aligned different MRI modalities (T1, T2, and PD) can be generated with customized settings for slice thickness, noise level, and the level of intensity nonuniformity. The image voxels are 1 mm in all directions. These images provide a gold standard for testing similarity measures and provide reliable comparisons. A perfect modality-independent descriptor should be able to transfer the original images of different modalities into the same image representations. The performance of three descriptors, namely, the entropy image, SSC and dLDP, were tested and compared. Every descriptor was generated for all three volumes, and Fig. 7 shows one slice of the original MRI volumes and descriptor images with their difference images.
Clearly, all three of the descriptors can extract similar image representations from three modalities, but the descriptor difference images show subtle performance differences. All three of the descriptors tend to fail on the skull. Within the brain, dLDP obtained very similar descriptor values, except at the core region of the white matter. The entropy image is invalid as a modality-independent descriptor of a large region of gray matter and ventricles, and SSC performs well except at the edges of the gray matter.
3.C. Pairwise image registration
In this experiment, we performed pairwise multimodal deformable registration between T1, T2 and PD volumes from BrainWeb and between CT and MRI volumes from a clinical case. For BrainWeb, we performed similar experiments as in previous subsections by first deforming one volume with the same twenty deformation fields as fixed images (denoted as T1ʹ, T2ʹ) and then three deformable registrations were performed (T2?T1ʹ, PD?T1ʹ and PD?T2ʹ). The one pair of clinical CT and MRI volumes that was prealigned with the size of 187 9 207 9 87 with a resolution of 1 9 1 9 1 mm 3 and one slice of CT volume with its corresponding MRI slice are shown in Fig. 8 . We deformed the MRI volume using the same method as introduced in Section III-A and registered the CT volume to the twenty deformed MRI volumes. The initial warping index was 3.68 AE 0.3 mm.
The results of the pair-wise registration are shown in Fig. 9 . The results of all four kinds of registrations are consistent: the SSC and dLDP achieved similar accuracy and they significantly outperformed both LMI and eSSD.
3.D. MRI-US registration
To test the performance of the proposed method in MRI-US registration, we used a set of 14 pairs of preoperative MRI and pre-resection 3D US volumes in the BITE database from the Montreal Neurological Institute. In this database, a neurosurgeon and two experts selected an average of 27 corresponding anatomical landmarks for each pair of images. These landmarks were used to evaluate the accuracy of deformable image registration by computing the mean target registration error (mTRE). The landmarks in one of the patients did not match in the US and MRI volumes, so we used the volumes of the 13 other patients in this study, as in. 6, 14 All of the volumes were resampled to an isotropic 0.5 mm voxel size. Tracking information was used to perform the initialization, and then the MRI volume was cropped to the same size as the corresponding US volume. This initialization was also used in. First, to quantitatively compare the four similarity measures, we plotted the four similarity measures with respect to the translation and rotation of a pair of prealigned MRI and US volumes; the results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively. In this experiment, we used case 10 from the BITE database, which is almost aligned and shows the lowest mean target registration error (mTRE) of 1.52 AE 0.7 mm, as a bronze standard. A rigid displacement in the x and y directions by AE10 voxels was performed, and the similarity values were calculated for each displacement for each similarity measure. The similarity values were normalized to a score with a range of [0, 1]. All of the pairwise volumes were aligned at 0 displacements, where the highest score should be achieved. Figure 10 shows that both dLDP and SSC successfully achieve the highest score at zero displacement. eSSD fails to converge at the zero displacement. LMI reaches the highest value at approximately 0 displacements, but the surface is rough. In addition, a rotation test was conducted by rotating the US volume around the volume center in the range of [À20°, 20°], with 0°corresponding to the correct alignment. Figure 11 shows that all of the similarity measures obtain the highest score approximately 0°, and dLDP achieves a smoother plot than that of the other three similarity measures.
Second, we conducted MRI-US registration using the four similarity measures; the results are shown in Table I . eSSD did not reduce the mTRE values, so we do not list them here. Although 15 reported that SSC achieved the best overall registration accuracy of 2.12AE1.29 mm, its initialization was different and hard to follow. Therefore, we rerun SSC in this experiment. For comparison, the results of previous studies, 6, 14 using the same initialization are also listed. Here, SeSaMI and CoCoMI are two mutual information-based methods. LC2 stands for Linear Correlation of Linear Combination (LC2), 34 which is based on the assumption that linear combinations of MRI intensity and gradient magnitude can fit US intensity via ordinary least squares. GPU was used to accelerate the computation in the original paper that described LC2. The results of LC2-2D for deformable registration are listed below.
eSSD did not reduce the mTRE on the basis of rigid initialization, so the results are not listed here. As the table shows, all of the methods can significantly reduce the mTRE from initialization. SSC achieves the best accuracy of 2.26 mm, but there are only subtle differences in accuracy among different methods. Our proposed method, dLDP, achieves the second best accuracy of 2. papers. LC2 also requires several minutes for deformable registration, even with GPU implementation. Using the Deeds framework, the time for all similarity measures that we implemented reduced to less than one minute. Among them, dLDP only requires an average registration time of 20.9 s, which renders it the fastest method and demonstrates the potential of this framework for real-time application. The time of dLDP registration is only slightly longer than that of SAD (the average registration time of SAD is 20.1 s for BITE database). A visual comparison of the registration results is shown in Fig. 12 . Obvious structures were segmented using the level set method from the US images before and after the deformation registration, and their contours were overlaid on the same slice of MRI images with red color. Blue and red arrows are used to indicate the correct and incorrect alignments of anatomical structures respectively. In the initialization based on tracking information, most of the structures, such as the blood vessels and gyri, are misaligned. Deformable registration leads to a clear improvement. Compared with LMI, SSC, and dLDP significantly improve the alignment, as indicated by visual inspection.
DISCUSSION
In this article, we introduce a novel binary descriptor, dLDP, derived from LDP, which shows robustness across different modalities with different kinds of image degradations. Combined with an efficient discrete optimization framework, dLDP is very fast and even comparable to SAD. Another advantage of dLDP is that the voxelwise descriptor can be easily adapted to almost any registration framework. We thoroughly evaluated our proposed method and compared it with LMI, eSSD, and SSC. dLDP achieves a higher accuracy than LMI and eSSD in all the registration experiments and achieves similar accuracy with a floating-point type vector descriptor, SSC, in the registration between different MRI modalities and CT-MRI. Experiments on the registration of preoperative MRI and intraoperative US images showed that our method reduced the average mTRE from 4.12 mm to 2.30 mm with an average computation time of 20.9 s. dLDP shows good accuracy, similar to that of state-of-the-art methods, and it is markedly faster than current methods. In contrast with the two methods based on entropy estimation, eSSD and LMI, dLDP does not rely on the assumption of local intensity relation. Therefore, dLDP is less sensitive to the initial misalignment and intensity nonuniformity. Compared with SSC, the accuracy of dLDP is slightly lower but the differences are not statistically significant in some experiments. From the point of view of descriptor performance, dLDP only uses 18-bit binary string to drive the deformation, whereas SSC uses 64 bits binary string quantizing from a 12D floating-point type descriptor, which proves that dLDP is more compact and efficient. As visualized in Fig. 5 , for a 3D 181 9 217 9 181 medical volumes, dLDP only requires 0.6 s, whereas SSC needs 2.8 s for descriptor construction, which is more than four times longer than dLDP.
As far as we know, there are only three float point descriptors, eSSD, MIND, and SSC that achieve good results for multimodal medical image registration, we first validated the effectiveness and feasibility of the local derivative based binary descriptor for multimodal deformable image registration, and we believe the idea that binary descriptors will be very promising for this area. To make it suitable for multimodal image conditions and local deformation, we apply several strategies to adapt original LDP to 3D multimodal medicalimage registration. This study is the first study to extend the idea of LDP to a 3D version and to form a similarity measure for image registration. dLDP encodes the co-occurrence of two neighboring first-order derivatives in different directions. dLDP and GOA share the same idea of measuring the invariant properties of a local gradient. The difference is that GOA measures the gradient angle between two images, whereas dLDP measures the weak gradient relationship between neighboring voxels in one image. Theoretically, such binarized estimation is more robust than a quantitative estimation for medical images with various noise and nonuniformity levels. However, the binarized estimation may decrease the discriminative ability of the representations and the accuracy of registration, but we show that dLDP can achieve an accuracy comparable to and even higher than that of the state-ofart methods in all the registration experiments. This result can be explained from the advantages of the weak relationship. The weak relationship is a quantized relationship that is not too refined or tuned and leads to a weak descriptor. However, a weak descriptor usually consists of many bits that are computed using many weak relationships.
Although the concept of texture is widely used in image analysis, there is still no exact definition of texture, and researchers from different domains define texture from different perspectives. One definition describes texture as a property intrinsic to the imaged object, not something that (like noise) is caused by the imaging instrument. 35 Under this definition, multimodal image registration can be theoretically treated as monomodal image registration if we can robustly extract the real texture from different images. However, the difficulty is that different medical images encode the imaged object in different ways, and at the same time, the resulting images usually suffer from high levels of noise and intensity nonuniformity. Thus, the texture features extracted from medical images do not convey the same representation of the intrinsic property of the imaged object. Therefore, defining a proper texture descriptor is the biggest challenge when applying a texture feature for multimodal image registration. Our experiments showed that dLDP and SSC were two texture descriptors that estimate local variation with good performance.
A limitation of our approach is that it is not rotationally and scale invariant and may fail for large rotations. The assumption of the presence of the anatomical structures in two modalities may be violated in some regions, but adding an extra condition, such as limiting the similarity calculation on the regions at similar anatomical structures through mutual-saliency, 36 will improve the results in that case.
CONCLUSION
We propose a robust and fast 3D texture descriptor, dLDP, and apply it to multimodal deformable-image registration, including the challenging MRI-US registration. For the first time, we verify the feasibility of LDP for medical image registration. dLDP achieved accuracy similar to that of state-ofthe-art methods but dLDP was markedly faster. With further acceleration, such as GPU implementation, the framework has the potential for application in time-sensitive clinical environments, such as preoperative MRI and intraoperative US image registration for image-guided surgery.
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